To neighbors of: Ken and Virginia Kiraly, 2181 Gordon Avenue, Menlo Park, CA
This is a minor matter. Whether you’re able to help or not, thanks for your time.
1. Ken Kiraly’s parents Jim and Grace are elderly. Presently, they’re in Solvang, CA, though they may relocate to
Texas or to your area. Ken seems to have been in Solvang to visit them. He may or may not have returned.
2. A P.I. – one who was involved in the famous Wallace Rice gangster case of the 1970s – has notified me that Jim
and Grace may be the victims of title fraud. I’m not convinced that there’s an issue. Feel free to review more about
the situation, and about me if you like, at the following websites (two of the sites are identical):
https://kennethkiraly.com/
https://haggishell.com/xmas

https://gracekiraly.com/

https://twitter.com/BoldCoder

3. I’m Ken’s oldest brother, Robert (the Old Coder). I don’t have close dealings with Jim and Grace due to the fact
that Jim used to abuse Grace and two of his sons. From 2012 to 2013, Jim sought a gag order to prevent me from
talking about the issue. The funny part is that I wasn’t going to say a word.
There were two legal cases. I was essentially a Pro-Per, but I managed to mop up the floor with the Plaintiffs, Jim
and another brother, Tom. They spent, I’m told, in the $100,000s but they got nothing from me as far as the gag
order went. The cases lasted a year. There was no Court settlement in the usual sense; the Court declined to be
involved. There were private agreements in which I promised to talk as loudly as possible for the rest of everybody’s
lives. I’ve tried to keep the promise. I hope to do better in the years to come.
I need to sue Jim before he kicks the bucket. I have multiple causes of action. Defamation is one option, since this
has occurred continuously; there are no applicable deadlines. Protected Action, too, isn’t relevant to post-case
defamation. I’ll at least be able to get the story into the public record. That is what is most important. Ken wasn’t a
formal party to the cases, but he participated in related prosecutable crimes. I’ll sue him and Tom in due course.
4. We’re not like the Waltons (a 1970s reference). So, I’m going to pass the ball on the title fraud issue to Ken and
Tom and let them look into it. I’m not going to invest limited resources in P.I.s for such a purpose. I lost my home of
25 years, my retirement, and most of my possessions, by the way, to the year-long gag-order cases.
5. If Ken or Virginia have made any statements to you contradicting the preceding, I’d like to know about it. This
will provide me with additional grounds for defamation actions. Such statements are false. Jim beat up Grace and
me. This is a fact. Ken wasn’t afraid of Jim, despite being about as large as a mouse, but I once had to smash my
hand in a car door to distract the two of them when things turned ugly. Grace, for her part, was never afraid of Jim,
but there were periods where she’d lay passed out after too much gin, small children wandering here and there. She
was mostly irritated for decades. Jim was just a large violent toddler. I never understood this and was terrified.
For those of you who know who Ken is – he’s allegedly the lead developer of the Kindle – I’m the one who taught
him to walk as a baby, to drive a car as a boy, and to code in ‘C’; the one who got him his first job; and the one who
provided him with housing rent-free for two years. Google Multiscope. I invested more than Ken did initially in that
startup to show my faith. He had to increase his share to avoid embarrassment.
Ken is genius level, just one tier below me, but he’s a sociopath. Snake eyes look out from behind a human mask.
Beloved baby brother.
6. Virginia Chang Kiraly is my sister-in-law and a politician in your area. She’s often in the headlines due to
allegations of crimes and malfeasance. On December 12, 2018, she made raging threats against a polite courier who
was trying to deliver a letter about the title fraud. She may have committed a crime in the process.
Whatever. My request is that, if you can, get this two-page document to Ken after he returns from Solvang.
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To neighbors of: Ken and Virginia Kiraly, 2181 Gordon Avenue, Menlo Park, CA
ATTN: My baby brother, Ken Kiraly (VP of Amazon Corporation and lead at Lab126):
7. I’ve been told by a P.I. that he believes Jim and Grace Kiraly may be the victims of title fraud. I have doubts
about the P.I.’s conclusions. He strikes me as shady despite a past career as a District Attorney – he prosecuted a
gangster in a case that was made into a movie – but you’re invited to review his report. That part is posted on my
weblog. I trust that you’ll be able to find it.
8. If I don’t receive a polite and clear statement to the effect that there is no title fraud, it will be appropriate for me
to communicate with police, county officials, churches, nursing-home staff, professional organizations, past and
present neighbors, newspapers, Harvey Levenson, and others in relevant jurisdictions; i.e., Solvang, Avila Beach,
SLO in general, and such areas as Jim may travel to. The history of the situation will, of course, need to be discussed in detail. Communications of various types will, of course, be appropriate, regardless.
9. I’m more concerned about a statement by the P.I. to the effect that a relocation to Solvang, CA, with one or both
of the couple now reportedly residents of a nursing home, is related more to Grace’s health than to Jim’s. This is
unexpected. Grace was supposed to be good for another decade. If Grace passes away, Jim isn’t likely to last more
than a month or two without her. How much of the P.I.’s story is true?
10. The closure that is appropriate won’t be gone entirely. I’ll still have family members such as Tom Kiraly and you
with whom to share fond remembrances of 2012 to 2013 and the loss of my home of 25 years, my life savings, my
retirement, and most of the books that the boy loved, including the Universal Anthology that your grandfather had
owned as a youth 100 years before. Able to feel enough, cold snake, to imagine what it was like?
11. But, really, I need to sue your abuser’s *ss before he goes. Tom and you can wait; both of you are in better shape
medically than Jim is. I have causes of action related to all three of you, by the way, despite the passage of time.
Your own legal position is weaker than Tom’s is in one respect. You weren’t formally a party to the abuse of process
cases. Your statements were used illegally. This may have implications.
12. So, has Jim had himself declared incompetent or does he intend to do so? If he has, what individual is in charge
of him? I assume that this is the person who will need to be served. And is Jim a resident of the nursing home or is
he staying nearby? Or is he going to Texas or the Bay Area? Or to the property that you and Virginia bought?
13. Attempts to foreclose litigation on an “a priori” basis using preemptive abuse of process, “vexatious litigant”,
“statute of limitations”, or perjury related to “harassment” or “elder abuse” will backfire. Nothing will obliviate my
right to respond to the prosecutable crimes that have been committed. “A priori” went badly for our abuser in 2012.
It’ll be worse this time. In 2012, I had no idea of what was going on. I nearly died. But I’ve had what amounts to 6
years of special education now. It’s been a lovely period.
I’m going to get the prosecutable crimes that were committed by Jim, Tom, and others into the public record.
Printed copies of the paperwork will be circulated, for legitimate and reasonable purposes that are protected under
U.S. laws, to appropriate organizations, groups, and individuals. For decades.
14. I trust that your wife Virginia Chang Kiraly and my nephews on your side, Paul and James, are well and that the
four of you are enjoying a cheerful Holiday Season. Be sure to convey Season’s Greetings to Jim, the elder, and his
victim Grace. Include your quick-witted brother Tom Kiraly, VP of Hanger, Inc. Let people know of my concerns
for the well-being of our parents and my considerate attention to related details. Merry Christmas.
Regards, Robert (the Old Coder)
P.S. Get Virginia’s frothing at the mouth under control. If polite couriers are threatened again, I’ll consider a small
initial lawsuit which should make it possible for me to send retired, or possibly active, Law Enforcement to your
residence and/or office, in a process server context, to handle things appropriately.
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